“International Symposium on Sustainable Reconstruction from Super-Disasters”

1) **Date and time**: February 21, 13:00 -17:20
2) **Venue**: Sokairo-Hall, National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies (GRIPS), Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan
3) **Main audience**: Japanese audience at Sokairo-Hall, GRIPS, Tokyo Audience on web streaming service
4) **Major topics**:
   - Reconstruction from super-disasters as a critical opportunity to build up more resilient communities
   - Comparison of recent super disasters covering physical and socio-economic aspects
5) **Expected outputs**:
   - Lessons for reconstruction both from international perspective (common issues etc.) and local viewpoints/context (locally specific issues etc.)
   - Lessons for Japanese audience on reconstruction from the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami
   - Approach to share Japanese experience of the disaster and the reconstruction in international community